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Introdu tion
Skeleton-like shape features (i.e., the topologi al kernel and medial

urve in 2D,

furthermore the medial surfa e in 3D, see Figs. 1 and 2) play an important role in
various elds of image pro essing,

omputer vision, and pattern re ognition.

Topologi al kernel
Figure 1:

Medial

Examples of 2D skeleton-like shape features.

represent the elongated original obje ts, while the bla k
them are the topologi al kernel and the medial
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Figure 2: Examples for the three 3D skeleton-like shape features.

Thinning (i.e., an iterative obje t redu tion [2, 23℄) is a frequently used method
to extra t skeleton-like shape features.

The advantage of thinning

ompared to

the other two general skeletonization te hniques (i.e., the distan e-based and the
Voronoi-based methods)

an be summarized as follows:

•

thinning is the most e ient method of skeletonization,

•

all the three skeleton-like shape features

•

it

•

topology preservation

an be e iently parallelized, and
an be guaranteed.

an be extra ted,
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One of the most important requirements of skeletonization of binary obje ts is
the topology preservation (i.e., the results of skeletonization must be topologi ally
equivalent to the original obje ts [4℄).

The thinning algorithms are

redu tion operations, whi h delete a set of obje t points (i.e.,
ones)

orresponding to the deletion

omposed of

hange them to white

onditions. Sequential thinning methods delete

only one point at a time, while parallel thinning algoritms may delete a set of
obje t points simultaneously. If a thinning algorithm is

omposed of topologi ally

orre t redu tion operations, then the topology preservation of the entire algorithm
is guaranteed.
To validate the topologi al

orre tness of thinning algorithms is a di ult task,

espe ially in 3D. Although there exist already some su ient

onditions for topology

preservation of parallel redu tions [3, 7, 17, 21℄, their veri ation leads to long proofs.
Although skeletonization algorithms, in luding thinning ones too, have been published for half a

entury, their quantitative

drawba k of the proposed

omparison is still an open question. The

omparison methods is that they

sures that do not take the elongated obje t into a

onsider similarity mea-

ount.

My dissertation presents the results in the following three thesis points:

•

Some new su ient

onditions for topology-preserving redu tion operations

are proposed, whi h investigate fewer

onditions than the earlier ones. By this

way, on one hand they need shorter proof parts, and on the other hand they
onsider deletion of individual points instead of point- ongurations.

•

The new su ient
ily of topologi ally

onditions

ombined with geometri

onstraints yield a fam-

orre t parallel thinning algorithms. Moreover, a general

s heme for parallel thinning algorithms on

onventional sequential

omputers

is also presented.

•

A novel method is proposed for quantitative evaluation and
skeletons.

The two key

omparison of

omponents of our method are the image database

in luding the referen e images with their referen e skeletons, and the introdu tion of a new measure for skeletons. Our method is validated with the help
of a new family of skeletons
we evaluated and

alled sequen e-skeletons. Applying this method

ompared 92 types of 2D thinning algorithms (where 80 of

them are developed by us).
My dissertation summarizes the

urrent results of my resear h work. Some open

questions and further works are dis ussed too.

1 Denitions and basi notions
n-dimensional (k, k) digital binary image
(Z , k, k, B) [4℄, where
An
n

• Zn

is a set of points with integer

an be des ribed by the quadruple

oordinates,
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Z2 (a) and Z3 (b). The set of points N4 (p)
ontains p and the four points marked . The set of points N8 (p) ontains N4 (p)
and the four points marked ♦. The set of points N6 (p) ontains p and the six points
marked ⋆. The set of points N18 (p) ontains N6 (p) and the twelve points marked
♣, while the set of points N26 (p) ontains N18 (p) and the points marked . Note
∗
that the set Nj (p) = Nj (p) \ {p} (j = 4, 8, 6, 18, 26)
Figure 3: Frequently used adja en ies in

• B ⊆ Zn

is the set of bla k points, while

• k

is the adja en y of bla k points, and

• k

is the adja en y of the white points.

My thesis deals with 2D

(8, 4)

and 3D

Zn \ B

(26, 6)

is the set of white points,

images, whose adja en ies are

presented in Fig. 3.
The adja en ies

k

and

k

are reexive and symmetri , hen e their reexive and

k - and k - onne tivity are equivalen e relations. The
equivalen e lasses of the set B forms the k - omponents or the obje ts, onsequently
n
they partition the set B and the set Z \ B into bla k k - and white k - omponents,
respe tively. A binary image is nite if B is a nite set. The only one innite
white k - omponent is the ba kground, and the nite white k - omponents are alled
transitive

avities.

losure, i.e., the

In 3D, the

hole

or

tunnel

is a topologi al

alternatives in 2D. A bla k pont is

k -adja

border point

if there exits a white point

ent to it.

The point
where

alled

on ept that does not have any

≺

p is the smallest element of the point set Q if p ≺ q for ea

denotes the lexi ographi al order of point

Redu tion operations

h

q ∈ Q\{p},

oordinates.

delete some bla k points, while the white points will not

be altered. A redu tion operation is topology-preserving if:
1. it does not split any obje t;
2. it does not delete any obje t
3. it does not merge
4. it does not

ompletely;

avities with ea h other or with the ba kground;

reate any new

avity;
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5. it does not merge any hole with another ones (in 3D);
6. it does not eliminate any hole (in 3D);
7. it does not

reate any hole (in 3D).

A bla k point is
The simpli ity for

simple

if its deletion is a topology preserving redu tion [3, 8℄.

(8, 4) and (26, 6) pi

tures is a lo al property, whi h

an be de ided

by investigation the 8- or the 26-adja en y of the point in question.

thinning,

The iterative obje t redu tion,

is the most e ient method of skele-

tonization [2, 22, 23℄, whi h is able to extra t the topologi al kernel, the

enterline,

and the medial surfa e in 3D.
A thinning algorithm is topology-preserving if it is

omposed of topology pre-

serving redu tion operations. In order to verify the topogi al
algorithms, some su ient
existing su ient

orre tness of thinning

onditions for redu tion operations have been given. The

onditions for topology preservation [3, 7, 17, 21℄

ongurations and the ensuran e of their
proofs (that is failed in some

onsidered point-

orre tness leads to long and

omplex

ases [8, 9℄).

Existing methods to evaluate skeleton approximations [5, 6, 20℄ did not give reliable solutions even for 2D

ases. The applied similarity measure does not take the

original elongated shapes and their ideal skeleton into a

ount.

2 Results of the dissertation
The results of the dissertation are summarized in the following three thesis points.

2.1 New su ient onditions for topology-preservation of redu tion operations
Chapter 3 of the dissertation presents some novel su ient
preserving redu tion operations for

onditions for topology-

(8, 4) and (26, 6) images that

onsider individual

points instead of point- ongurations. Here I resume two theorems dis ussed in the
dissertation that take the lexi ographi al order of the point oordinates into a

ount.

Theorem 1. (Theorem 3.1.6.)

A parallel redu tion operation
of the following
1. The point

T

is topology-preserving for pi ture

onditions hold for any point

p

is simple in pi ture

2. For any two 4-adja ent points
deletion of
3. The point

q, q
p

is simple after

p
p

p∈B

deleted by

(Z2 , 8, 4, B) if all

T:

(Z2 , 8, 4, B).
and

q

that are deleted by

is deleted, or

T,p

q ≺ p.

is not an element of the obje ts depi ted in Fig. 4.

is simple after

Results of the dissertation
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Figure 4: The set of
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riti al obje ts of Condition 3 of Theorem 1. The symbol

⋆

denotes the smallest elment of the obje ts.

Theorem 2. (Theorem 3.2.4.)

T be a parallel redu tion operator.
(Z , 26, 6, X) su h that point p is deleted
Let
3

for (26,6) pi tures if all of the following
1. For any

Q⊆B

Let
by

p

T.

be any bla k point in any pi ture
Operator

T

is topology preserving

onditions hold:

omposed of simple points, in whi h point

p

is the smallest

element and the elements of Q are mutually 18-adja ent to ea h other, point
p is simple in pi ture (Z3 , 26, 6, (B \ Q) ∪ {p}).
2. The point

p

is not the smallest element of su h an obje t that is

mutually 26-adja ent points and it

omposed of

ontains a pair non 18-adja ent points.

There are 9 theorems (with proofs) for topology-preserving redu tion operations
applied in

(8, 4) pi

tures and further 15 theorems for redu tion operations in

pi tures. The result of the new su ient
of individual points into a

(26, 6)

onditions is that they take the deletion

ount (instead of points- ongurations). The new results

an not be applied just for the validation of the three types of thinning algorithms
(i.e., the fully parallel, the dire tional, and the subeld-based [2℄), but we an develop
su h new algorithms with them, whose topology preservation is guaranteed.

2.2 Designing thinning algorithms
The topologi al
of some su ient
The

orre tness of thinning algorithms

an be validated with the help

onditions for topology preserving redu tions [3, 7, 17, 21℄.

onventional design s heme of the topologi ally

is depi ted in Fig. 5(a).

First the deletion

onditions have to be designed, then

one has to prove that they fulll the su ient
of redu tion operations.

orre t thinning algorithms

onditions for topology preservation

Sin e the former su ient

ongurations, their veri ations lead to long and

onditions investigate point-

omplex (and sometimes failed

[8, 9℄) proofs. The drawba k of this method is that if a redu tion operation fails one
of the su ient

onditions for topology preservation, then the deletion

onditions

have to be redesigned.
Sin e the

onventional designing s heme is

novel method based on the su ient

omplex and risky, we introdu ed a

onditions for topology-preserving redu tions

detailed in Chapter 3 of the thesis. The novel designing s heme is depi ted in Fig.
5(b).

The

ommon

on ept of the nine 2D and fteen 3D theorems is that they

onsider individual points (instead of point- ongurations), hen e they may lead to

Results of the dissertation
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the

onstru tion of deletion

onditions and not just to validate redu tion operations.

The only thing that we have to do is to simplify the

onditions based on the

on-

sidered geometri

onstraints (e.g., prohibited deletion of the endpoints), then we

get some deletion

onditions, for whi h the proof of the topology preservation is not

ne essary and the thinning algoritms

omposed of them are topologi ally

orre t as

well.
The advantage of the new designing s heme is that applying dierent geometri

onstraints (e.g., dierent kind of endpoints) leads to new thinning algorithms

automati ally.
The su ient

onditions presented in my thesis

i.e., the symmetri
and asymmetri

and the asymmetri

an be

lassied into two groups,

ones. By this way we

an

reate symmetri

thinning algorithms with the help of the new designing s heme.

Chapter 4 of my dissertation des ribes the further four results:

•

We introdu ed a new dire tional strategy for dire tional 2D thinning algo-

2 · 2 deletion dire tions where the deletion dire tion
hNE, SW, NW, SEi. The 2 · 2-dire tional algorithms rea hed the

rithms using

sequen e is
best pla es

from the 92 types of 2D thinning algorithms ranked in Chapter 6 of my thesis.

•

We introdu ed the iteration-level border

he king strategy for 2D and 3D

subeld-based thinning, whi h redu es the number of the unwanted side skeletal bran hes.

•

The author

onstru ted and implemented numerous 2D and 3D thinning al-

gorithms, where the su ient
ometri

•

onditions are

ombined with isthmuses (as ge-

onstraint).

A general method is proposed for e ient implementation of (sequential and
parallel) thinning algorithms in Se tion 4.3 of the thesis.

2.3 Quantitative evaluation and omparison of skeletonization algorithms
Chapter 5 of my dissertation presents a novel method for quantitative evaluation
of 2D skeletonization algorithms. The two key
image database and a skeleton-spe i

omponents of our method are the

similarity measure.

The image database

ontains 55 image pairs of the referen e images and their ideal skeletons. On the
other hand we introdu ed the normalized distan e maps that are derived from the
Eu lidean distan e maps
from the

omputed from the white points of the original image and

onsidered skeletal points. With the help of the normalized distan e maps

we proposed four new skeleton-spe i

similarity measures (that are not used for

general point sets).
In order to validate the new similarity measures, we introdu ed a new kind of
skeleton, that is

alled sequen e-skeleton, by

ombining the generalized morpholog-

i al skeletons with neighbourhood sequen es. If a neighbourhood sequen e is better

Summary of the thesis points
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Are the
su ient
onditions for
topology-preservation
hold?

designing
deletion
onditions

YES

the redu tion
operation
is topologi ally
orre t

NO
(a) The

onventional designing s heme.

new su ient
onditions
for topology
preservation
simpli ation
of the onditions

topologi ally orre t
redu tion operation

geometri
onstraints
(b) The proposed designing s heme.

Figure 5: Designing s hemes of thinning algorithms.

than an another one, then the sequen e-skeleton resulted by the rst neighbourhood
squen e is better than the sequn e-skeleton given by the se ond one. By this way,
we have some skeleton approximations where the goodness of the skeleton is known.
With the help of the sequen e-skeletons we have shown that the proposed similarity
measure

AA

fullls the requirements of the reliable similarity measures.

Chapter 6 of my thesis introdu ed three kinds of ranking methods where 92 types
of 2D thinning algorithms are
result of the

omparison it

AA similarity measure. As a
2·2-dire tional thinning algorithms

ompared based on the

an be stated that the

des ribed in Chapter 4 of the dissertation won all the three ranking

ontrary to the

existing and often referred 12 thinning algorithms.

3 Summary of the thesis points

3.1 Novel su ient onditions for topology-preserving redu tion operations
Results belonging to the rst thesis point are: 9 theorems are given for
and further 15 theorems are about redu tion operations for
ea h theorem des ribes some su ient

1.1. The new su ient

onditions

(26, 6)

(8, 4) pi

tures

pi tures, where

onditions for topology-preservations.

onsider individual points (instead of point- on-

Summary of the thesis poinst
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gurations).
1.2. Using new su ient

onditions, the veri ation of the topologi al

even simpler and topology-preserving redu tion operations

orre tness is

an be derived from

them.
1.3. We gave su ient

onditions for all the three redu tion strategies.

1.4. Based on the lexi ographi al order of the point
sets

oordinates some non-simple

an be redu ed, sin e some obje t points may be deletable from them.

The su ient

onditions using the ordered points and the redu tion operations

derived from them are
and asymmetri

alled asymmetri , hen e we

an distinguish symmetri

family of algorithms.

1.5. The deletion rules of the redu tion operations derived from the asymmetri
su ient

ondtions are simpler than the symmetri

ontain fewer points. By this way the asymmetri

ones and their supports

thinning algorithms

implemented more easily and they are faster than the symmerti

an be

ones.

The following publi ations yield the basis of this thesis point. The results

(8, 4) pi tures are des ribed
(26, 6) pi tures are detailed in a

erning
for

on-

in two journal papers [12, 15℄, while the ones
book

hapter [19℄ and in four

onferen e pa-

pers [10, 11, 13, 18℄.

3.2 Designing thinning algorithms
Results

on enrning to the se ond thesis point are listed as follows:

2.1. We proposed a novel designing s heme for thinning algorithms that
the su ient

ombines

onditions presented in the rst thesis point with some geometri

onstraints.
2.2. This novel strategy yields su h thinnig algorithms, whose topology-preservation
is guaranteed. No
2.3. The su ient

omplex or long proof is ne

onditions

essary.

ombined with new geometri

onstraints lead to the

onstu tion of new thinning algorithms.

2·2-dire
hNE, SW, NW, SEi.

2.4. For the 2D dire tional thinning, we introdu ed the
applies the dire tion sequen e
2.5. The iteration-level border

tional strategy that

he king strategy strategy is a new approa h for

subeld-based parallel thinning.
2.6. The isthmus-based thinning algorithms a
during the thinning pro ess.

umulate skeleton-like feature points

Moreover, the 3D surfa e-thinning algorithms

onsider su h isthmuses that produ e

urve segments for tubular parts.

2.7. The thesis presents a general s heme to implement (sequential and parallel)
thinning algorithms.

Summary of the thesis points
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3.3 Quantitative evaluation and omparison of skeletonization algorithms
Results of the third thesis point are listed as follows:
3.1. A new method is proposed for quantitative evaluation of 2D skeletonization
algorithms.

The two key

omponents of the method are the 55 image pairs

omposed of referen e images with their referen e skeletons and a new skeletonspe i

similarity measure.

3.2. The introdu ed normalized distan e map

ombines two Eu lidean distan e

maps, where one is

omputed from the white points of the referen e image

and the other one is

omputed from the referen e skeletons. Based on the nor-

malized distan e maps the author with his

o-authors proposed four similarity

measures.
3.3. In order to validate the new similarity measures we introdu ed the sequen eskeletons, the generalized morphologi al skeletons
sequen es and we gave the
hold by similarity measure

ombined with neigbourhood

riteria of the reliable similarity measures, that is

AA.

3.4. Ninety-two 2D thinning algorithms have been evaluated and

ompared with

three dierent ranking methods. Eighty of the thinning algorithms under
parison were presented in Chapter 4 of the dissertation. We
new

2 · 2-dire

om-

an state that the

tional ones rea hed the best pla es and ranked all the 12 existing

and often referred thinning algorithms.

Summary of the thesis poinst
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Author's publi ations related to the theses
The following table shows the relation between the publi ations and the thesis points.
This table

ontains only those publi ations that are a

epted by the PhD S hool in

Computer S ien e, Univesity of Szeged.

Publi ations
[19℄
[12℄
[15℄

Thesis points
1.

2.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[16℄
[14℄
[13℄
[11℄
[10℄
[18℄
[1℄

•
•
•
•

Type

Number of authors

hapter

3

0.60

3

0.60

Journal paper

2

0.75

Conferen e paper

2

0.75

Conferen e paper

2

0.75

Conferen e paper

3

0.60

Conferen e paper

3

0.60

Conferen e paper

3

0.60

Conferen e paper

2

0.75

Conferen e paper

4

0.48

3.
Book

Journal paper

1

•

Total:

1 Impa t Fa tor: 0.684 (2010)

S ore

6.48
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